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ABSTRACT
A crosscut language is used to describe at which points an
aspect crosscuts a program. An important issue is how these
points can be captured using the crosscut language without
introducing tight coupling between the aspect and the pro-
gram. Such tight coupling harms the evolvability of the
program and the reusability of the aspect. Current pattern-
based capturing already offers a certain decoupling between
aspects and the program but it may still suffer from what we
call the arranged pattern problem. In this paper, we discuss
this problem and present a logic-based crosscut language
from which we distill what language features are beneficial
to avoid this problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [16] is to
modularize crosscutting concerns. Code that would other-
wise have been spread throughout other modules in the pro-
gram can now be encapsulated in an aspect. This is typically
done by letting an aspect specify two things: how it influ-
ences other modules and exactly where or at what points it
exerts its influence. Such points are generally referred to as
join points and specialized crosscut languages are used to de-
scribe these points. Well known examples of such languages
are AspectJ’s pointcut language [13], HyperJ’s composition
language [26] and DJ’s traversal strategies [25].

It is important that crosscut languages are expressive enough
to accomplish the goals of AOP. The use of AOP should lead
to better software because the localization of crosscutting
concerns makes the program easier to read, maintain and
evolve. However, simple crosscut languages often introduce
tight coupling between the aspect and the points in the pro-
gram it crosscuts. Such tight coupling hurts the evolvability
of an aspect-oriented program and should thus be avoided.
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Especially enumeration-based crosscut languages lead to pro-
grams susceptible to evolutionary problems but the problem
may also affect pattern-based crosscut languages. In some
of the earliest AOP languages, such as COOL [19] and the
first versions of AspectJ, crosscuts were formed by explic-
itly enumerating join points by name. This clearly intro-
duces tight coupling between the aspect and the modules
it crosscuts [29]: changing the program requires a review
of the crosscut enumerations which conflicts with the idea
of programs being oblivious [5] to the aspects applied to
them. Pattern-based crosscutting, which can be found in
most current aspect languages, attempts to solve some of
the problems associated with enumeration-based crosscut-
ting by expressing crosscuts by stating properties of join
points instead of selecting them by name.

However a more subtle problem may occur in the pattern
approach that also affects the evolvability of aspect-oriented
programs: the use of naming conventions or other ways of
structuring code in patterns so that these can be captured
by crosscuts. Problems with evolution and obliviousness oc-
cur in this case as well because programmers need to keep
these conventions in mind. We will refer to this problem
as the arranged patterns problem. Note that this problem
can also exist if the crosscut definition is separated from
the aspect code (such as with AspectJ’s abstract pointcuts
or HyperJ’s separate composition rules) which only decou-
ples the crosscut definition from the aspect. To really avoid
the situation in which aspect programmers rely on arranged
patterns, crosscut languages need to be made expressive
enough. More expressive crosscut languages allow to write
more complex patterns. This allows to avoid the arranged
pattern problem, leading to less coupling between aspects
and the base program.

In this paper we take a look at a number of language features
that can be beneficial for expressing better pattern-based
crosscuts. We distill these features from a crosscut language
that is based on a logic meta-language approach [33, 35, 23]
with reification of static and dynamic join point properties
as well as program structure and state.

In the next section we take a closer look at the different
approaches to capturing join points and what problems can
occur. In particular we discuss an example of implementing
part of the observer design pattern as an aspect. We then
discuss our crosscut language in full by breaking it down



into a number of distinct features. After this, we show how
it can be used to implement a more evolution-robust version
of such an observer aspect. We then discuss related work
and our conclusions.

2. CAPTURING JOIN POINTS
In this section we consider some approaches to capturing
the join points of an aspect which are used by most current
AOP languages. An important criterium to evaluate the
different approaches is how tight crosscuts are coupled to a
specific base program. In the case of tight coupling, the
aspect can be syntactically well separated from the base
program, but changes to the base program can immediately
require changes to the crosscut definition. This harms the
evolvability of the program and is in direct contrast with the
general goal of separation of concerns and AOP, which is to
make programs easier to evolve.

To illustrate the different approaches we use the example
of implementing an Observer [7] on Buffer objects as an
aspect. Instances of Buffer are simple data structures sup-
porting only operations to retrieve (get) and insert (put) el-
ements, but we will consider what happens to the Observer
aspect when new operations are introduced in the Buffer

class. We will focus on the crosscut that expresses when
changes happen in a Buffer object and thus observers need
to be notified.

2.1 Enumeration
The first approach we consider is enumeration of the join
points. This approach is used in the earliest incarnations of
some aspect languages: COOL [19] and the earliest versions
of AspectJ [14] are examples. In general, join points are
referred to by name and a crosscut definition boils down to
an enumeration of join points. As an example, consider the
following AspectJ pointcut definition that enumerates the
state changing methods on instances of Buffer:

pointcut changesState() :

execution( void Buffer.put(int) ) ||

execution( void Buffer.get() )

This pointcut would be used in an advice in the Observer
aspect where the advice would notify all observers of the
change.

Consider now what happens when the Buffer class is evolved.
A method putAll might be added for example. This would
unfortunately break the Observer aspect, requiring its
changesState pointcut to be modified to also cover this new
state changing method.

The problem with enumeration is that it tightly couples the
aspect to a specific version of the Buffer class, thus mak-
ing it not very robust to changes in that class: even simple
changes can require a change to the crosscut definition. An-
other problem with this approach is that it does not scale
for use in large software systems where overly long enumer-
ations might be needed.

2.2 Pattern Matching

A better way to capture join points than using enumera-
tion is by making use of patterns1 which better describe
the intended semantics of a crosscut. The problem with
enumeration is that the aspect weaver is unable to figure
out that new joinpoints that arise after the evolution of a
program also fall under the intended semantics of a cross-
cut. In the observer example the intended semantics of the
changesState crosscut is ”all joinpoints where the state of
an object is changed”. While we cannot simply implement
this using such a natural language description, we can aim
at implementing it using an executable specification in the
form of a pattern. Such a pattern would simply describe
what is common to all the joinpoints that should match the
crosscut. New crosscuts that fall under the intended seman-
tics of the crosscut should thus be automatically included
as well. This approach is found in most current AOP ap-
proaches such as AspectJ and JAC [27].

The term pattern-based crosscutting is closely related to
the term property-based crosscutting [15] though there is an
important difference. Property-based crosscutting replaces
simple name-based enumerative crosscutting by associating
a richer set of properties with each joinpoint. A crosscut
then expresses the natural language semantics of a cross-
cut by describing through conditions the underlying pattern
found in the properties of all the joinpoints matching it.
While a lot of the flexibility of this approach depends on
which properties are available it depends even more on the
linguistic means available in the crosscut language to express
the conditions. Hence we put forward the term pattern-
based crosscutting to take the focus away from the proper-
ties in themselves and encompass the linguistic means of the
crosccut language in the term as well.

As an example of pattern-based crosscuts, consider a rewrite
of the changesState pointcut using AspectJ’s pattern match-
ing mechanisms:

pointcut changesState() :

within(Buffer) &&

(execution(* put*(*) ) ||

execution(* get*(*) )

This version is somewhat more robust which is achieved by
using a simple language feature: the wildcard. Using this
definition, the new putAll(int[]) method will be automat-
ically captured by the pointcut. The use of the wildcard was
already described by Kersten and Murphy as leading to bet-
ter decoupling of aspects and programs [12].

But let’s consider a few other possible changes. What if a
method collectFirstElements, returning a collection with
a specified number of elements from the buffer, or a method
wipe, simply deleting all the elements in the buffer, is added?
Again the pointcut does not capture any new execution join-
points introduced by calling these new methods.

The problem with this pointcut is that it still does not really

1Note that the term pattern as used in this paper has noth-
ing to do with design patterns [7]. We use the full term
”design pattern” to refer to those kinds of patterns to avoid
confusion.



describe what it means for a method to be ”state changing”,
rather it relies on a naming convention. Furthermore this
naming convention only needs to be followed to allow the
pointcut to work: we could rename collectFirstElements

to getFirstElements and wipe to putWipe but we would
only be doing it for the sake of the Observer aspect and
not because the name better expresses the intent of the
method. Essentially the Buffer class would be telling the
aspect where to crosscut and the aspect’s pointcut would
only be saying ”do it wherever the Buffer class tells us to
do it”. We might then as well implement that with regular
method calling instead of a crosscut [34].

Besides naming conventions there might be other ways in
which methods could be tagged, such as using a specially
named parameter or number of parameters, thereby essen-
tially arranging a pattern in the code which is easy to write
a pattern-based crosscut for. This situation is to be avoided
because programmers will always need to remember to fol-
low this convention when evolving the program. In general,
we can speak of the arranged pattern problem.

2.3 Arranged Patterns
The general goal of our work is to allow for better decou-
pling of aspects and programs by implementing crosscuts as
patterns using more flexible linguistic means in the crosscut
language, a specific subgoal related to this is avoiding the ar-
ranged patterns problem. In general, arranged patterns oc-
cur because programmers purposefully structure their code
so that afterwards this pattern can be captured by a crosscut
expression, as happened in the observer example with the
programming conventions. Even worse, programmers may
start to refactor existing code simply to get to a pattern
that can be picked out by an aspect. This syntactic (re)-
arrangement violates the obliviousness property of aspect
languages because this means that the syntactic structure
of the base program implicitly determines where a particu-
lar aspect will crosscut the base code.

Arranged patterns cannot be avoided in all cases. How-
ever, crosscut languages should offer the capability to ex-
press as much patterns as possible. In an ideal crosscut
language, any kind of pattern that can be identified by a
programmer (perhaps in natural language) should be de-
finable in the crosscut language. In literature, some illus-
trations and descriptions of people avoiding this arranged
pattern problem can be found. For example, Lippert and
Lopes [17] have identified this problem in a previous ver-
sion of AspectJ when they used aspects to separate excep-
tion handling from the core program. In some particular
cases, they lacked sufficient expressiveness to define the nec-
essary crosscuts and had to resort to a simple enumeration
of join points. Also, Hugunin [10] has expressed the desire
for more expressive pointcut definitions in which we can de-
scribe crosscuts by the properties in which we are interested.
The changesState crosscut should then be expressed as ’all
method executions that change the state of the Buffer ob-
ject’. Douence et al. [4] also expressed their need for more
expressive crosscut languages, because they had to pollute
aspect code with crosscut ’bookkeeping’ code. In their work
on applying AOP to an OS kernel implementation, Coady et
al. [3] describe that they had to refactor some code into new
functions to allow the definition of a crosscut that matched

the necessary code.

We have argued that purposefully structuring the base code
as an indicator for aspects to ’crosscut here’ is to be avoided.
This does not mean that a crosscut definition should not be
allowed to use programming conventions. On the contrary,
many conventions which can be considered a natural part of
the base program’s development can be very useful to define
crosscuts. As such, we do think it is useful for crosscut
programmers to be able to use such (static) information.

3. BETTER CROSSCUTS WITH BETTER
LANGUAGE FEATURES

A pattern-based crosscut language should allow an AOP
programmer to write a crosscut as an executable specifi-
cation in the form of patterns as close to the intent of the
crosscut as possible to make the crosscut robust to program
evolutions.

The occurence of the arranged pattern problem seems to
suggest the need to further enhance pattern-based crosscut
languages. As discussed, pattern-based crosscut languages
are founded on two ideas and thus their expressiveness also
hinges on these two: the joinpoints and associated proper-
ties on one hand and on the other hand, the linguistic means
for describing a pattern as conditions on the properties. We
will focus on the second in this paper and make an attempt
at providing a list of language features necessary, though
maybe not sufficient, for improving the expressiveness of
crosscut languages. We do this by considering a crosscut
language we developed and distill the language features that
seem most interesting for writing better pattern-based cross-
cut expressions.

4. THE CROSSCUT LANGUAGE
In this section we introduce our own crosscut language. The
language is in essence a logic programming language, based
on Prolog [6], in which predicates are provided which allow
the writing of crosscut expressions. The reader need not
be familiar with logic programming as the purpose of this
paper is exactly to explain what features of our crosscut
predicates and logic programming itself are interesting for
writing pattern-based crosscut expressions.

The crosscut model of our language is a dynamic one, based
very much on that of AspectJ, in which the join points are
related to key events in the execution of an object-oriented
program. The object-oriented language we have used as a
base language is Smalltalk [8]. Thus there are five types of
join points: message receptions by an object, message sends
by an object, the accessing and updating of an object’s state
and the execution of code blocks. For each type of join point
there are different types of properties associated with each
join point. Many of these are dynamic properties.

For each type of join point there is a predicate in the lan-
guage, these predicates are shown in figure 1. Each pred-
icate takes at least one argument for which we always use
the variable ?jp. The value in this variable will be bound
to a representation of the join point. Each predicate further
takes some arguments for some basic properties associated
with the join point.



• reception(?jp, ?selector, ?arguments)
Used to express that ?jp is a message reception join
point, where the message with selector ?selector is
received with the arguments in the list ?arguments.

• send(?jp, ?selector, ?arguments)
The join point ?jp is a message send join point where
the message with selector ?selector is sent and passed
the arguments in the list ?arguments.

• reference(?jp, ?varName, ?value)
The join point ?jp is a reference join point where the
variable with name ?varName is referenced at the
time it has the value ?value.

• assignment(?jp, ?varName, ?oldValue, ?newValue)
The predicate used for assignment join points, where
?varName is the name of the variable being assigned,
?oldValue is the value of the variable before the as-
signment and ?newValue is the value of the variable
after the assignment.

• blockExecution(?jp, ?args)
The join point ?jp is a Smalltalk block execution join
point, where ?args is a list of arguments that were
passed to the block.

Figure 1: List of basic predicates for capturing cross-
cuts

Crosscut expressions are written as logic queries about join
points. The query expresses the conditions a join point must
meet in order to match the crosscut expression. Though in
this paper we focus on the crosscut language of our aspect
language, we show an example of how crosscut expressions
are incorporated into advices:

before

?jp matching reception(?jp, test, ?arg)

do

Transcript show: ’executing test’

This advice expresses how and when to log a statement to
the transcript. The body or the ”how” part of the advice
is implemented in our aspect language as Smaltalk code.
The crosscut or ”when” part of the advice is the logic query
reception(?jp, test, ?arg), which captures all receptions of the
message test by any object.

In the next sections we take a closer look at some of the
features of our crosscut language. While there is not much
difference between our basic crosscut predicates (figure 1)
and the equivalents from AspectJ at first sight, much of
the extra flexibility comes from the fact that they are logic
predicates in a logic language. Some of the features we will
discuss next thus come from logic programming: unifica-
tion, rules and recursion. Others are made available through
other predicates in the language: the ability to reason about
more than just joinpoints themselves, but also their proper-
ties, the objects in the program and, through shadow join
points, the static structure of the program. In a later section
we will apply all these features to the Observer example.

Feature: Unification
Logic programming languages offer a simple, yet powerful
basic pattern matching mechanism in the form of unifica-
tion. Unification is the process of making two structures
equal by filling in the corresponding ”holes” in either one
with the values in the other.

A simple use of unification is as a wildcard pattern-matching
mechanism, as illustrated in the following crosscut expres-
sion, note that variables are names beginning with a ques-
tion mark:

?jp matching

reception(?jp, ?methodName, <?firstArgument, 5>)

This crosscut expression would match any reception join
point, regardless of the name of the message as long as it
has two arguments of which the first can have any value and
the second should be the number 5.

The real value of unification however lies not just in its em-
ulation of more simple pattern matching mechanisms but in
its effect of binding variables, in the next section this will al-
low us to put more complex conditions on join points. Unlike
wildcard matching there are variables involved in unification
which get bound to values. For example in the case above
the ?methodName variable will be bound to the name of
the message sent which is one of the properties associated
with the join point held in the variable ?jp. Also, because of
the unification of the actual argument list with the pattern
<?firstArgument, 5> the variable ?firstArgument will be
bound to the first actual argument sent with the message.

Feature: Reasoning about Properties
A crosscut language should allow one to put more complex
conditions on join point properties than simply requiring
the property to have a specific value. In our language, uni-
fication already provides the possibility to match properties
to specific values, for example the ’5’ value for the message
argument in the previous crosscut, but it also allows these
properties to be bound to variables. Because these variables
can be used as arguments to other predicates in the crosscut
we can put more complex conditions on properties.

Simply being able to pass around variables is not enough of
course, additional predicates are also needed to actually ex-
press conditions on the properties. Some of these predicates
in the language are simply standard Prolog predicates for
reasoning about numbers, lists, strings, etc. We have also
introduced predicates which reify the objects of the crosscut
program and their state.

There are three object reifying predicates. One is inObject
which provides access to the ”context object” property of
a join point. The ”context object” is the object in whose
context a join point originates. Another predicate is object-
Variable providing direct access to the state of objects. The
last predicate is objectResponse which can be used to express
that an object should respond to a certain message with a
certain response.

A simple example of using the same variable twice in one



crosscut expression is one that would match all receptions
of messages with two arguments that are the same:

?jp matching

reception(?jp, ?selector, <?arg, ?arg>)

As an example of using a standard Prolog predicate we use
the member predicate in a variant of our earlier example:

?jp matching

reception(?jp, ?selector, <?firstArgument, 5>),

member(?selector, <getProperty, saveToDatabase>)

The changed crosscut expression would now match only a
subset of the join points it matched earlier, namely those
that have as message property either getProperty or save-
ToDatabase. The member predicate is a standard Prolog
predicate expressing that its first argument should be an
element in the list in its second argument.

As an example of using both the object reifying predicates
and some standard Prolog predicates for dealing with num-
bers we consider the capturing of imminent bankrupties on
account objects. The crosscut below captures receptions of
the message withdraw: with the amount to withdraw as
an argument and checks whether the current balance of the
account object minus that amount would drop the balance
below zero:

?jp matching

reception(?jp, withdraw:, <?amount>),

inObject(?jp, ?obj),

objectVariable(?obj, balance, ?balance),

difference(?balance, ?amount, ?afterWithdrawal),

below(?afterWithdrawal, 0)

Feature: Link to Shadows
While we prefer a dynamic crosscut model because it can
lead to the inclusion of dynamic values in join point prop-
erties, a crosscut language should still also provide a more
static model of a program to aspects. The reason is the
same: to get as much properties to match on as possible.
As discussed earlier, programming conventions are harmful
to the evolvability of AOP programs if they are arranged,
but naturally occurring programming conventions are useful
to AOP. The static model is needed to be able to express
crosscuts making use of these conventions.

In our language we provide the static model as a link from
the dynamic model to join point shadows. Join point shad-
ows [21] are expressions in the base program that on exe-
cution lead to the dynamic join points. An example of this
is a message send statement that every time it is executed
results in a different message send join point, but all of these
have that statement as its shadow. A predicate shadow can
be used to link a join point to its shadow and vice-versa.

Join point shadows also have properties associated with them,
some of which can be other join point shadows. The prop-
erties are typically the constituents of the statement or ex-
pression. For example a message join point shadow has as

properties the expressions that are used as its arguments.
We stress that here lies the difference with the dynamic mes-
sage send join points, the properties are not the actual values
passed around as arguments dynamically but the code that
describes these values. It is also important to note that these
properties are expressions and can thus be the shadows of
other join points.

We now show an example of how join point shadows can be
used to write crosscuts based on a programming convention
in the code. We use the example of a programming con-
vention well known to Smalltalk programmers: exception
handling. In Smalltalk, exception handling is not a primi-
tive construct of the language but is instead done by using
regular message sending. To catch exceptions occurring dur-
ing the execution of a code section, one sends the message
on:do: to that section of code. A code section that un-
derstands messages is a feature of Smalltalk known therein
as blocks. The on:do: message takes two arguments: the
first is the class of the exception that should be caught and
the other is another block that should be executed when an
exception is caught. The second block is thus the exception
handler.

We now want to capture the execution of exception handlers
in our crosscut language:

?jp matching

blockExecution(?jp, <?exception>),

shadow(?jp, ?bs),

enclosingShadow(?bs, ?ms),

messageShadow(?ms, on:do:)

The above crosscut expresses the following: ?jp should be
a join point which is the execution of a block with one ar-
gument. The shadow ?bs of that join point should have
as its enclosing join point shadow ?ms and that shadow
should be a message send expression with on:do: as mes-
sage. Some new concepts were introduced here: the shadow
of a block join point is the expression that created that block
and the enclosing shadow of a shadow is in this case simply
the expression to which that block shadow was used as an
argument.

Besides enclosingShadow there is another predicate for re-
lating join point shadow to specific static contexts: the
shadowIn predicate can be used to specify that a join point
shadow should lie in the context of a method of a class.

Additionally other predicates are provided which reify the
static structure of the base program. Some of the more im-
portant are: class, method, subclass and hierarchy. The lat-
ter two are used to to specify the interrelationship between
classes. An example demonstrating some of the possibilities
this offers:

?jp matching

shadow(?jp, ?sp),

shadowIn(?class, ?name, ?sp),

hierarchy(?class, Collection),

hierarchy(Dictionary, ?class)



The above crosscut captures all join points which lie in the
context of any method which in the class hierarchy is below
the Collection class but above the Dictionary class.

Feature: Reusable Parameterized Rules
Once we have the capability of writing complex patterns
in crosscuts we need to be able to turn these into reusable
elements of the language. The previously shown crosscut
which matches exception handler executions for example
is one that could be generally useful in different aspects.
Reusability of course requires a form of parameterization to
make the definition of the pattern applicable to different sit-
uations. In the exception handler example we would want
to parameterize the exception class, the actual exception
object etc. Logic languages provide rules for this purpose,
rules define new predicates in the language.

There are some particularities about how logic rules work
as opposed to the parameterized reusability mechanisms of
other types of languages, such as procedures in procedural
languages, that make logic rules especially suited to pattern-
based crosscutting:

in/out parameters: a logic rule does not make a distinc-
tion between arguments and return values, instead pa-
rameters are bound through unification.

multiple solutions: like a crosscut expression, a rule ex-
presses a set of elements that meet certain conditions.
Thus rules match better with crosscuts than proce-
dures etc. would.

multiple implementations: for each predicate there can
be multiple implementations. This is mostly useful for
expressing variations on a pattern.

In the application section on the observer aspect we will
demonstrate the use of rules and in particular how multiple
implementations for a single rule can be useful.

Feature: Recursion
A final feature to consider is the use of recursion in the
language. This fully turns it into a computationally com-
plete language, which is further discussed in a later section.
Recursion is useful for capturing patterns that are defined
recursively. We’ve found this to be mostly useful in com-
bination with join point shadows to describe programming
patterns which depend on detecting sequences of method
calling chains. We’ve used this as a solution to the ob-
server example of problems with pattern robustness we’ve
discussed earlier. The solution is presented in the next sec-
tion as an application of our crosscut language.

5. EXAMPLE: A MORE ROBUST CROSS-
CUT FOR OBSERVERS

The observer pattern problem was to capture in a crosscut
when observers are to be notified of changes to an object.
It would be simple to write a crosscut that captures state
updates using the assignment predicate, but this is not a
good solution. The problem is that methods can do multi-
ple state updates with the object being in an inconsistent

state until they are all completed. Observers should thus
only be notified at the end of methods, which is typically
what is found in non-AOP implementations of the observer
design pattern: the updates are sent at the end of methods.
Another point to take into account, previously discussed by
Brichau et al. [2], is that when a method recursively calls
other methods on the object itself which also perform state
updates it is preferable to do the notification only at the
end of the first method to avoid unnecessary overhead from
observers.

What is needed is a way to detect the recursive pattern of
methods changing state. This is quite easily done in our
language by defining a simple rule over join point shadows:

Rule changesState(?class, ?methodName) if

shadowIn(?class, ?methodName, ?sp),

assignmentShadow(?sp, ?variable)

Rule changesState(?class, ?methodName) if

shadowIn(?class, ?methodName, ?sp),

messageShadow(?sp, ?rcvr, ?msg),

selfReceiver(?rcvr),

changesState(?class, ?msg)

Two rules for the predicate changesState are defined. This
shows how rules are used, as well as the use of shadow join
points in both rules and recursion in the second. The first
rule determines that a method is a state changing method
if it possibly does an assignment and the second determines
that a method is also a state updating method if it does a
self call to a method that is in turn a state updating method.
Using this predicate an advice for notifying observers is eas-
ily defined:

after ?jp matching

reception(?jp, ?msg, ?args),

inObject(?jp, ?obj),

objectClass(?obj, ?class),

changesState(?class, ?msg),

not(caller(?jp, ?obj))

do

observers notify

The first four conditions in the crosscut capture all the mes-
sage reception points which result in the invocation of an
updating method. The last condition further restricts this
to only those messages not sent by the object itself so that
notification is only sent after the first message that was sent
from outside to the object. The advice body simply notifies
all observers registered with the aspect in which the advice
would normally be defined. Note also that the first condi-
tion uses a basic joinpoint predicate, the second and third
use ”reasoning about properties” predicates, the fourth uses
the changesState predicate for which we defined rules above
and in the last condition logic negation is used along with a
non-basic property predicate.

This version of the crosscut is close to the intended state
updating semantics and is thus robust towards additions of



new methods in a Buffer class such as those described in sec-
tion 2. Furthermore, the crosscut is actually fully decoupled
from the Buffer class and works for other classes as well.

The changesState predicate and the above advice only deal
with local changes to objects, we leave dealing with changes
to subobjects to another part of the Observer aspect. In the
Buffer example we have so far assumed the Buffer is imple-
mented as an array and elements are stored into this array
by assigning to it directly. If instead the Buffer’s data el-
ement keeping is implemented using a more advanced type
of container where storing elements is done by sending a
message to it the above advice alone is not sufficient. To
also handle this case we let an aspect instance of the Ob-
server aspect associated with one object receive notifications
from the aspect instances associated with that object’s sub-
objects and forward these to its own observers. To avoid
the sending of too many notification messages we have also
attempted more elaborate versions of the Observer aspect
where observers can explicitely specify which data querying
methods they use on an observer and the aspect will then
only monitor those changes which can have an effect on the
result of those data querying methods. Interested readers
can find a more elaborate discussion in the first author’s
licentiate’s dissertation [9].

6. LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION
One issue left to address is how a powerful crosscut language
can be efficiently supported by an aspect weaver. A naive
weaver implementation straightforwardly derived from the
semantics of our crosscut language would produce programs
with unacceptable performance. To overcome this problem
we used some techniques and ideas found in abstract inter-
pretation and partial evaluation [11]. We explain how our
current weaver works and what further optimizations we can
still introduce.

6.1 Current Status
A naive weaver implementation would be one that operates
fully at runtime. Runtime weaving is necessary because of
the use of dynamic join point properties. The weaving pro-
cess would be based on the simple semantics of a crosscut
language: at every join point, or key execution step in an OO
program, check whether any crosscut expression matches the
point. But this would clearly bring program execution to a
crawl.

We’ve optimized the naive weaver implementation by taking
into account that many crosscuts can be easily eliminated
based solely on the conditions they put on static properties.
Our weaver thus operates in two phases: a compilation phase
and a run-time phase. In the compilation phase it acts as a
source transforming weaver by using each join point shadow
in the program as a partial join point description with which
it evaluates all crosscut expressions. The crosscut evaluation
can either result in a definitive match, a definitive mismatch
or a possible match meaning the crosscut depends on dy-
namic properties. In the match or possible match cases the
source is transformed to include a call to the run-time phase
of the weaver. In the possible match case the weaver will
re-evaluate the crosscut at runtime using a full join point
description to check the matching of crosscuts. The process

is described in more detail in the first author’s licentiate’s
dissertation [9].

6.2 Future Work
Besides eliminating crosscuts the remaining ones can also be
reduced to the conditions that depend on dynamic proper-
ties. While currently not implemented in our weaver, this
can be done by using program specialization [11]. In essence
this would lead to an aspect weaver that performs as well
as one for an aspect language with a purely static crosscut
model where advices can still constrain their applicability
based on dynamic program properties, we’ll further discuss
this comparison in the context of AspectJ in the related
work section.

A final intricacy of our language is that it allows a form of
dynamic weaving [28]. It is simple for example to write a
crosscut expression capturing message points where the ex-
act name of the message depends on the value of an object’s
instance variable. Partial evaluation and specialization are
of no help here but we expect to find efficient solutions for
this type of crosscut in the dynamic weaving research. So
far we have not yet experimented with this feature of our
crosscut language and thus did not need to implement such
optimizations.

7. DISCUSSION
7.1 Crosscutting: Computing or Describing?
In this paper we have broken down our crosscut language
into a number of features which may be interesting for other
crosscut language designers to pick up but let us take a
look now at what our language as a whole is. All features
combined our language is a computationally complete logic
language targeted at describing crosscuts and making use of
full static and dynamic program reification.

This raises a few points to consider, the most important of
which we consider why we used a computationally complete
logic language. A related important question to consider is
whether crosscutting should be computed or described. The
reason for using a computationally complete language is that
we did not want to limit the expressiveness of our language
from its conception. By further combining this computa-
tional completeness with extensive reification of static and
dynamic program properties we’ve created a flexible cross-
cut language. One may wonder whether in doing so we have
not reintroduced the complexities of full meta programming
into AOP. We however argue that most of the difficulties
with using full meta programming stem from using meta
programming in an imperative type of language where ap-
plying program transformations becomes a job of juggling
them so that a correct result is achieved, the improvement
provided by (low-level) AOP is its more specification-like
approach: most of the transformation work is absorbed into
the weaver with the AOP programmer specifying what and
where to apply a transformation and leaving the how to do
it to the weaver. Further clarity and understandability of
aspects is provided by also clearly splitting the what and
where and by possibly using specialized languages for speci-
fying either. The need for an understandable specification of
a crosscut is also the motivation for the use of a declarative
language.



7.2 Related Work
In this section we will discuss some other crosscut languages
and other work done on improving the expressiveness of
crosscut languages.

AspectJ’s crosscut language has gone through a number of
evolutionary steps. The earliest versions used a simple enu-
meration based scheme for capturing crosscuts: the enu-
meration of the names of methods whose invocation should
be captured by the aspect [20]. Later versions of AspectJ
evolved to the use of a dynamic crosscut model and a pattern-
based language [13]. Until recently many of the features
we’ve discussed or equivalents seemed to be missing from
AspectJ. Especially variable binding was troublesome: while
it was possible to bind values to variables, these only served
to expose pointcut values to advices and could not be used
within a pointcut. This is important as variables are a key
feature in our language to support most of the other features
such as parameterized rules and conditioning of properties.
The recently introduced ”if” construct in the language has
however put an interesting twist on matters. The ”if” con-
struct in AspectJ’s crosscut language was introduced as a
way of conditioning join point properties as it allows one to
use boolean Java expressions in a pointcut and these can
make use of any variables bound in the pointcut. It is still
not possible however to define pointcuts that take param-
eters instead of exposing them nor can this be done with
the primitive pointcuts and other features we discussed are
lacking as well.

Reverse Graphics [22] was one of the earliest aspect language
but surprisingly it used an expressive language for picking
out join points. This is not to say it had an expressive cross-
cut language. It is difficult to say exactly what the crosscut
language of RG is as it did not yet make clearly the now
more common distinction between the when or where and
how parts of an aspect’s influence. Rather the RG weaver
called aspects which were implemented as procedures tak-
ing join points as arguments. The aspect procedures could
then decide whether or not to manipulate these join points
and how to manipulate them if so. Thus when/where and
how where implemented in a single procedure in the same
language. This clearly allowed for flexible ways to decide
where to crosscut a program, but exactly why the different
features of the language were useful for expressing this was
not yet studied.

Another example of using an existing programming language
as the basis for a crosscut language can be found in the work
of Dounce et al. [4] who used a functional language. They
also discussed the pattern matching basis of a crosscut lan-
guage, though they used this term mostly to refer to the
pattern in a sequence of join points rather than as the pat-
tern underlying a collection of join points as we did in this
text. Nevertheless, we found similarities between our use of
logic queries to describe a set of join points and their use of
functions to select the join points belonging to a sequence.
A dynamic crosscut model implicating dynamic join point
properties was also used in combination with this compu-
tational expressiveness, unfortunately little demonstration
was given of the possibilities offered by this combination.
The additional use of including a reification of a static cross-
cut model as join point properties was also not considered

though in earlier work the use of a functional transformation
language with a purely static crosscut model was explored
[30]. Whether the functional or logic paradigm is better
suited as the crosscut language basis can be left to debate,
though traditionally logic languages have been used more
for pattern descriptions and functional languages for trans-
formations.

An important example of such a use of logic languages can be
found in Minsky’s works on law-based systems [24]. Logic
rules are used to describe ’laws’ that enforce global, and
crosscutting, properties of a software system. The laws can
be described in terms of program-execution events (such as
message-sends), which makes this system remarkably sim-
ilar to our logic crosscut language. Indeed, Minsky’s law-
based systems can not only enforce the application of laws
in the system, the laws themselves can trigger additional
behaviour.

The use of partial evaluation as a weaver implementation
technique to make crosscuts with dependencies on dynamic
properties feasible was also discussed by Masuhara et al.
[21]. However the crosscut language used was taken from an
AspectJ version before the ”if” construct was introduced so
the same remarks about the flexibility of the language apply.
Though a trick often applied by AspectJ programmers to
gain some of the flexibility of our crosscut language was
also made feasible by partially evaluating advices: the use
of the computationally complete advice language to express
part of a crosscut. This remains however a trick and not a
desirable solution as it detracts from readability by mixing
the crosscut (where/when) and the advice’s body (what)
again. For example, a crosscut specification such as our
rules for changesState that is beyond the abilities of a simple
crosscut language would have to be implemented in the body
of an advice and is no longer reusable in different crosscuts.

7.3 Aspect-Oriented Logic Meta Programming
Our work is founded on De Volder’s original proposal for us-
ing Logic Meta Programming as a basis for Aspect-Oriented
Programming [33]. This work concentrated mostly on the
use of LMP as a framework for writing source transforma-
tion based weavers. Our work thus extends this use of LMP
by showing that it can also be a good basis for crosscut lan-
guages. We note however that our weaver for this language
is not itself implemented in LMP. We intend to combine
these two uses of LMP by offering our language as one of
the aspect languages in Brichau’s work on an open weaver
in which he explores the rapid construction of weavers for
user-defined composable aspect languages [1].

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Crosscut definitions should avoid tight coupling of an aspect
to the base program. Even pattern-based languages can suf-
fer from coupling through the arranged pattern problem.
Advanced crosscut languages should weaken the coupling of
the aspect to the base program and hence, provide cross-
cuts that are more robust towards evolution. Avoiding this
problem requires an expressive crosscut language that offers
a powerful mechanism to describe the underlying pattern of
the points crosscut by an aspect.

In this paper we distilled some key features of a logic-programming-



based crosscut language that allow the writing of more ad-
vanced pattern-based crosscuts. We can summarize this pa-
per as a set of ”lessons learned” for three interested parties.
We advise aspect programmers to avoid using arranged pat-
terns and make patterns more robust. This requires assis-
tance from crosscut language designers who can add certain
language features to crosscut languages to allow the writing
of better pattern-based crosscuts. And finally all depends on
weaver implementers to use some more advanced techniques
to make the powerful crosscut languages possible.
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